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ENERNOC, INC.
SUPPLEMENTAL TESTIMONY OF MONA TIERNEY-LLOYD 

RULEMAKING (R) 12-03-014:
LONG TERM PROCUREMENT PLANS (LTPP): LOCAL RELIABILITY TRACK I

By oral ruling at the Prehearing Conference (PHC) held in the Long Term 

Procurement Plans (LTPP) Local Reliability Track 1 on July 9, 2012, Administrative Law 

Judge (ALJ) Gamson directed that citations in Opening Testimony to weblinks (URL) or 

on-line documents would not be accepted. To the extent that a party wished to rely on 

such cited material, ALJ Gamson directed that a hard copy version of relevant pages 

must be provided by Supplemental Testimony served by July 25, 2012.

By this Supplemental Testimony, EnerNOC, Inc. (EnerNOC) provides the 

relevant pages from on-line or weblink citations used in the Opening Testimony of Mona 

Tierney-Lloyd served on behalf of EnerNOC on June 25, 2012. The footnotes where 

such citations occurred are noted, followed by the relevant pages from the cited 

document.

R12-03-014 (LTPP Local Reliability Track 1)
EnerNOC Supplemental Testimony of Mona Tierney-Lloyd
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ENERNOC OPENING TESTIMONY OF MONA TIERNEY-LLOYD
JUNE 25, 2012

Footnotes 16,17, and 18, at Pages 111-1 to III-2

National Renewable Electricity Laboratories (NREL)

Western Wind and Solar Integration Study: 
Executive Summary

May 2010

R12-03-014 (LTPP Local Reliability Track 1)
EnerNOC Supplemental Testimony of Mona Tierney-Lloyd
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NOTICE

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States government. Neither the United States government nor any agency 
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, 
or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or 
represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference 
herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, 
trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply 
its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States government 
or any agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do 
not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States government or any 
agency thereof.

Available electronically at http: / / www.osti.gov/bridge

Available for a processing fee to U.S. Department of Energy 
and its contractors, in paper, from:
U.S. Department of Energy
Office of Scientific and Technical Information
P.O. Box 62
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-0062 
phone: 865.576.8401 
fax: 865.576.5728
email: mailto:reports@adonis.osti.gov

Available for sale to the public, in paper, from:
U.S. Department of Commerce
National Technical Information Service
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, VA 22161
phone: 800.553.6847
fax: 703.605.6900
email: orders@ntis.fedworld.gov
online ordering: http: / / www.ntis.gov/ordering.htm

Printed on paper containing at least 50% wastepaper, including 20% 
postconsumer waste
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The focus of the Western Wind and Solar Integration Study (WWSIS) is to investigate the 
operational impact of up to 35% energy penetration of wind, photovoltaics (PVs), and 
concentrating solar power (CSP) on the power system operated by the WestConnect group 
of utilities in Arizona, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, and Wyomih^A/WSIS was 
conducted over two and a half years by a team of researchers in wind power, solar power, 
and utility operations, with oversight from technical experts in these fields. This report 
discusses the development of data inputs, the design of scenarios to address key issues, 
and the analysis and sensitivity studies that were conducted to answer questions about the 
integration of wind and solar power on the grid.

The technical analysis performed in 
this study shows that it is operationally 
feasible for WestConnect to accommodate 
30% wind and 5% solar energy penetration, 
assuming the following changes to current 
practice could be made over time:
• Substantially increase balancing 

area cooperation or consolidation, 
real or virtual;

• Increase the use of sub-hourly 
scheduling for generation and 
interchanges;

• Increase utilization of transmission;
• Enable coordinated commitment 

and economic dispatch of generation 
over wider regions;

• Incorporate state-of-the-art wind and 
solar forecasts in unit commitment 
and grid operations;

• Increase the flexibility of dispatchable generation where appropriate (e.g., reduce 
minimum generation levels, increase ramp rates, reduce start/stop costs or minimum 
down time);

• Commit additional operating reserves as appropriate;
• Build transmission as appropriate to accommodate renewable energy expansion;
• Target new or existing demand response programs (load participation) to 

accommodate increased variability and uncertainty;
• Require wind plants to provide down reserves.

V\festConnect is a group of transmission providers that are 
working collaborativelyon initiatives to improve wholesale 
electricity markets in the West. Participants include Arizona 
Public Service. El Paso Electric Co.. NV Energy. Public Service 
of New Mexico. Salt River Project. Tri-State Generation and 
Transmission Cooperative. Tucson Electric Power. Western 
Area Power Administration, and Xcel Energy.

mm

In addition, suggestions for follow-on work to further explore these and additional 
mitigation options are listed in the Conclusions and Next Steps section.

’ WestConnect also includes utilities in California, but these were not included in WW3G because California had already com 
pleted a renewable energy integration studyforthestate.

3
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WWSISand its sister study, the Eastern Wind Integration and Transmission Study 
(EWITS), follow the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) 20% Wind Energy by 2030 
Study that considered the benefits, 
costs, and challenges associated 
with sourcing 20% of the nation s 
energy from wind power by 2030 
[1, 2]. The study found that while 
proactive measures were required, 
no insurmountable barriers to 
reaching 20% wind were identified. Thus, DOE and the National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NREL) embarked upon WWSISand EWITS to examine, in much greater 
depth, whether there were technical or physical barriers in operating the grid with 
20% wind. Solar power was included in WWSISdueto the significant solar resources 
and solar development in the West.

Balancing areas are responsible for balancing load and 
generation within a defined area and maintaining 
scheduled interchanges with other balancing areas.

Four of the five states in WestConnect have Renewables Portfolio Standards (RPS) that 
require 15-30% of annual electricity sales to come from renewable sources by 2020
2025. Additionally, WWSIS models the entire western interconnection, examining the 
operating impact of up to 23% penetration of wind and solar in the rest of the Western 
Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC). Most of the states in WECC have similar 
RPS requirements and renewable energy growth in the region has been significant.

The study was designed to answer questions that utilities, Public Utility 
Commissions, developers, and regional planning organizations had about renewable 
energy use in the West:

• What is the operating impact of up to 35% renewable energy penetration and 
how can this be accommodated?

• How does geographic diversity help to mitigate variability?
• How do local resources compare to remote, higher quality resources delivered 

by long distance transmission?
• Can balancing area cooperation mitigate variability?
• How should reserve requirements be modified to account for the variability in 

wind and solar?

• What is the benefit of integrating wind and solar forecasting into grid 
operations?

• How can hydro generation help with integration of renewables?

WWSISand its sister study EWITS build upon a large body of work on wind 
integration [3-9], Previous studies examined specific utilities or states, looking at the 
impact of wind on operations in the regulation (seconds to minutes), load following 
(minutes to hours), and unit commitment (hours to days) time frames. In these 
studies, hypothetical wind and transmission build-outs were typically added to 
the existing system, which was simulated or statistically analyzed over these time
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frames. These studies generally consider the impact of the variability of wind (due 
to varying weather) and the uncertainty of wind (due to our inability to perfectly 
forecast the weather). Even if the weather and the wind could be perfectly forecast,

• Specific energy targets for each of three technologies: wind. FV. and CSP were fixed. For ex
ample. wind sites could not be traded out forCSPsites.

• A number of capital cost assumptions in 2008 dollars were used in determining the differ - 
ent geographic scenarios: wind at S2000/WV. FV at S4000/WV. CSP with thermal storage at 
S4000/'kW. transmission at S1600/MW-mile. and transmission losses at 1% per 100 miles. No 
tax credits are assumed or included.

• The geographic scenarios considered different interstate transmission build-outs and in - 
eluded these costs in the scenarios. Incremental intra-state transmission build-outs were not 
specified in this analysis. Existing transmission capacity is assumed to be unavailable for new 
renewable energy generation only for the scenario development process.

• New transmission was undersized: 0.7 MW of new transmission was added for each 1.0 MW 
of remote generation.

• All study results are in 2017 nominal dollars with 2% escalation per year.
• S2/ MBTU coal: S9.50/ MBTU nat u ral gas.
• Carbon dioxide costs were assumed to be S30/metric ton of CO.
• Except in cases where specified, extensive balancing area cooperation is assumed (see box 

on page 19).
• The production simulation analysis assumes that all units are economically committed and 

dispatched while respecting existing and new transmission limits and generator cycling ca
pabilities and minimum turndowns.

• Existing available transmission capacity is accessible to renewable generation.
• Generation equivalent to 6% of load is held as contingency reserves - half is spinning and 

half is non-spinning.
• The balance of generation was not optimized for renewables. Feather, a business-as-usual ca 

pacity expansion met projected load growth in 2017. Renewable energy capacity was added 
to this mix, so the system analyzed is overbuilt by the amount of capacity value of the renew 
able plants.

• Increased O&M of conventional generators due to increased ramping and cycling was not 
included due to lack of data.

• Ftenewable energy plant O&M costs are not included. Wind and solar are considered price- 
takers.

• The hydro modeling did not reflect the specific climatic patterns of 2004.2005. and 2006. but 
rather a 10-year long term average flow per month.

• The sub-hourly modeling assumes a 5-minute economic dispatch.

5
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grid operators would still have to accommodate wind’s variability. It is important to 
note that operators already manage variability and uncertainty in the load; wind and 
solar add to that variability and uncertainty.

WWSIS was funded by DOE and was managed by NREL. The main partner in this 
study was WestConnect. The project team included 3TIER Group (wind power 
dataset, and wind and solar forecasts), State University of New York at Albany/Clean 
Power Research (solar radiation dataset), Exeter Associates (data collection), Northern 
Arizona University (wind validation and hydro), NREL (wind validation, and PV and 
CSP power datasets), and GE (scenarios, and main technical/economic analysis). A 
Technical Review Committee (TRC), composed of members of WestConnect utilities, 
western utility organizations, and industry and technical experts, met eight times to 
review technical results and progress. A broader stakeholder group, open to the public, 
met five times to ensure study direction and results were relevant to western grid 
issues. Interim and final results of this study have been vetted in approximately 30 
public forums.

The study examined grid operation for the year 2017. That is, system loads and 
generation expansion were projected to represent year 2017. While 35% renewable 
energy penetration was not expected by 2017, this year was selected in order to start 
with a realistic model of the transmission grid. The study examined inter-annual 
operability by modeling operations for year 2017 three times, using historical load 
and weather patterns from years 2004, 2005, and 2006.

While this study undertakes detailed analysis and modeling of the power system, it 
was meant to be a complement to other in-depth studies:

• WWSIS is an operations study, not a transmission planning study, although 
different scenarios model different interstate transmission expansion options.

• WWSIS is not a cost-benefit analysis, even though wind and solar capital costs 
were incorporated in scenario development. Rather WWSIS focuses on the 
variable operational costs and savings due to fuel and emissions.

• WWSIS is not a reliability study, although analysis of the capacity value of wind 
and solar was conducted to assess their contributions to resource adequacy.
A full complement of planning and operational electrical studies would be 
required to more accurately understand and identify system impacts.

• WWSIS does not address dynamicstability issues.
• WWSIS does not attempt to optimize the balance between wind and solar 

resources. Wind and solar levels were fixed independently.

In 2017, it is anticipated that WestConnect and WECC will operate differently 
from current practice. WWSIS assumed the following changes from current 
operational practice:

8
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• Production simulations of WECC grid operations assume least-cost 
economic dispatch in which all generation resources are shared equally and 
not committed to specific loads. Except for California and Alberta, WECC 
currently utilizes a bilateral contract market with long and short-term 
contracts in which resources are contracted out to meet specific loads.

• Other than California and Alberta, WECC currently operates as 37 separate 
balancing areas that utilize these bilateral contracts to balance their areas. 
Except where specified, this study assumes five regional balancing areas in 
WECC (Arizona-New Mexico, Rocky Mountain, Pacific Northwest, Canada 
and California). WWSIS does not consider any power purchase agreements, 
including those for renewables2.

• Except for California and Alberta, transmission in WECC is primarily 
contractually obligated and utilized. Existing available transmission capacity 
may be contractually obligated and not accessible to other generation. This 
study assumes that existing available transmission capacity is accessible to 
other generation on a short-term, non-firm basis.

• Pricing developed by production cost modeling can vary widely from 
bilateral contract prices, and was not aligned or calibrated with current 
bilateral contract prices. The incremental operations and maintenance (O&M) 
costs in the report do not necessarily replicate escalated current costs in the 
Western Interconnection.

In addition to these caveats, there are reasons that the study results tend toward the 
conservative:

• WWSIS did not model a more flexible non-renewable balance of generation 
than what exists and is planned in WECC today. If 20-35% variable generation 
were to be planned in WECC, more flexible generation would be likely 
planned as well, reducing the challenge that wind and solar place on 
operation in this study.

• This study modeled the grid for the year 2017. If WWSIS were conducted fora 
later year when 35% renewables would be more plausible, the power system 
would likely have a larger load, more flexible balance of generation, and more 
transmission, all of which would help to accommodate the renewables.

• The wind dataset used was conservative in terms of overestimating the actual 
variability found in measured wind plant output.

• The base assumption of $9.50/MBTU for gas means that gas is displaced, 
which leaves coal (which in the West, is less flexible than gas) to accommodate 
the variability of the renewables.

2 Thus, throughoutthiswork,costsspecificallyandsolelyreferonlytovariablecosts i.e., fuel plusO&M pluscarbon tax, that are 
incurred during operation. Prices paid to individual generators are not reported.
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SCENARIOS
WIND, SOLAR, AND LOAD DATA
About 75 GW of wind generation sites were required for the study scenarios. Because 
there are not adequate measurements of wind speed or wind power to model this 
amount of wind generation, 3TIER Group employed a mesoscale Numerical Weather 
Prediction (NWP) Model to essentially recreate the weather in a 3-dimensional physical 
representation of the atmosphere in the western U.S. for the years 2004-2006. They 
then sampled this model at a 2-knt, 10-minute resolution and modeled wind plants 
throughout this region, based on a Vestas V90 3-MW turbine. 3TIER Group also 
developed day-ahead wind forecasts for each hour. Over 960 GW of wind sites were 
modeled. The wind dataset is publicly available [10,11].

Similarly, a lack of solar irradiance or power measurements led to the use of a satellite 
cloud cover model to simulate the United States at a 10-km, hourly resolution [12]. 
Day-ahead hourly solar forecasts were also developed [10], PV was modeled in 100
MW blocks as distributed generation on rooftops because modeling information for 
large, central station PV plants was not available at the time of the study. Over 15 GW 
of PV plants were included in the dataset. Ten-minute variability was subsequently 
added to the aggregate hourly outputs to create the 10-minute PV data.

CSP was modeled as 100-MW blocks of parabolic trough plants with six hours of 
thermal storage. Over 200 GW of CSP plants were modeled in the dataset. Because the 
CSP with thermal storage produces a very stable output, the 10-minute dataset was 
created simply by interpolating the hourly dataset.

Hourly load-profile data for all operating areas in WECC were obtained from a Ventyx 
database, and 10-minute load data were derived by interpolating the hourly data.

8
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The WWSIS used a multidimensional scenario-based study approach to evaluate:
• Different levels of energy penetration for wind and solar generation, ranging 

from 11% to 35%;
• Different geographic locations for the wind and solar resources;
• A wide array of sensitivities to assess issues such as fuel costs, operating 

reserve levels, unit commitment strategies, storage alternatives, balancing 
area size, etc.

Table 1 shows the four levels of wind and solar energy penetration assumed for the 
study scenarios. The Preselected case includes that wind and solar capacity which 
was installed by the end of 2008. The 10% case includes 10% wind energy (relative to 
total annual load energy) and 1% solar energy (solar consisted of 70% CSP and 30% 
PV) in the study footprint, as well as the rest of WECC. The 20% case includes 20% 
wind energy and 3% solar energy in the study footprint, with 10% wind energy and 
1% solar energy in the rest of WECC. The 20/20%; case includes 20% wind energy 
and 3% solar energy in the study footprint, as well as the rest of WECC. The 30%; 
case included 30% wind energy and 5% solar energy in the study footprint, with 20% 
wind energy and 3% solar energy in the rest of WECC.

~~ ‘ IAME IN FO.
SOIJW

3%* 3% 2%
11% 10% 1% 10% 1%
23% 20% 3% 10% 1%
23% 20% 3% 20% 3%
35% 30% 5% 20% 3%

* Existing solar embedded in load

Three geographic scenarios were developed to examine the tradeoff between: 1) 
local resources that are closer to load, but have lower capacity factors and 2) remote 
resources that have higher capacity factors, but require long distance transmission 
to access loads. An algorithm was developed to select sites based on energy value, 
capacity value, and geographic diversity according to criteria developed for 
each scenario. Figure 1 shows maps of the study scenarios for the 30% case. Total 
nameplate ratings of wind generation for each state are shown in blue; solar MW 
ratings are shown in red. New transmission lines to increase interstate transfer 
capability are shown in black. Significant intra-state transmission also needs to be 
built to bring the renewable resources to the existing bulk transmission grid, but 
WWSIS did not examine intra-state transmission.

9
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Figure 1 -Three geographic 
scenarios developed for siting of 
wind and solar plants in the 30% 
case, with appropriate interstate 
transmission included to bring 
resources to load.
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In Area Scenario: Each state in the study footprint met its wind and solar energy 
targets using the best available wind and solar generation resources within its state 
boundary. No additional interstate transmission was added.

Local Priority Scenario: This scenario used the best wind and solar sites within the 
entire footprint, but included a 10% capital cost advantage to resources within each 
state. The result was a scenario that was about halfway between the In Area and 
Mega Project Scenarios. This scenario includes new interstate transmission, but not as 
much as the Mega Project Scenario.

Mega Project Scenario: The study footprint met its wind and solar energy targets by 
using the best available wind and solar resources within the study footprint. Given 
that many of the best wind resources are in Wyoming, this scenario includes a large 
penetration of wind generation in Wyoming (and other wind-rich areas), with new 
transmission lines to deliver the energy to load centers.

For all three of these scenarios, the rest-of-WECC scenario remains constant: each 
state in the rest of WECC meets its renewable energy target using the best available 
resources within the state boundary.

Table 2 shows a summary of the total wind and solar MW ratings by state for the three 
study scenarios. Table 3 summarizes the capital costs for the three study scenarios.

10
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IN AREA

6 995 23,051 3,600 400 7,350 1,200 11,220 2,000
4,493 11,589 2,040

., ->300

300 3,780 800 5,640 1,400
900712 0 >0

2,571 5,320 1,080 200 1,920 400 2,790 700
1.1003.863 12,584 2.340 200 4.680 700 7,050

2,369 4,016 930 100 1,620 100 2,340 300
1.20021*249 19,950 5,80010,29058,087 3,400 29,940

LOCAL PRIORITY
3%

LOAD MIN. SAREA X.
V)

6.995 23,051 2 850 400 5 2550 1,200 7,710 2,000
4,493 11,589 2,190 300 3,870 800 4,650 1,400

300712 1,526 210 0 450 200 570
2,571 5,320 1,350 200 2,100 400 2,970 700

1,1003.863 12,584 1,350 200 2.490 700 3.450
2,369 4,016 1,650 100 4,020 100 7,410 300

21,249 1,200 5.80026,7609,60058,087 18,180 3,400

MEGA PROJECT
10%
"“NC

W)
6.995 23,051 810 400 1,260 1,200 1,890 2.600
4,493 11,589

1,526

2,010 300 2,400 800 2,490 1,200

10712 60 i0 200
2,571 5,320 1,860 200 2,700 400 4,350 1,000

6003.863 12,584 570 200 1.020 700 1.440

2,369 4,016 3,390 100 8,790 100 13,770 100
21.249 58,087 8,700 1.200 16,260 3,400 24,030 5,700

10% 1% 4
46.328 119.696 22,950 2.500 22.950 2,500 45,450 7.500

WIND
(MW)

SOIJW
(MW)

INTERSTATE
TRANSMISSION ($B)($B) ($B)

29,940 5,800 0 59.9 23.2 0 83.1

Y 26,760 5,800 2,100 53.5 23.2 3.4 80.1

24,030 5,700 6,900 48.1 22.8 11.0 81.9
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The rest ofViEOC includes45,450MW of wind ($91 billion), 4000MWofFV($16 billion), and3500 
MWofCSP($14billion). Intrastate transmission isnot included in any of these scenario costs

ANALYTICAL I
Four primary analytical methods were used to evaluate the performance of the 
system with high penetrations of wind and solar generation: statistical analysis, 
hourly production simulation analysis, sub-hourly analysis using minute-to-minute 
simulations, and resource adequacy analysis.

Statistical analysis was used to quantify variability due to system load, as well as 
wind and solar generation over multiple time frames (annual, seasonal, daily, hourly, 
and 10-minute). The statistical analysis quantified the grid variability due to load 
alone over several time scales, using the interpolated hourly load data. The changes 
in grid variability due to wind and solar generation were also quantified for each 
scenario at various levels of aggregation. The statistical analysis also examined the 
forecast accuracy for wind generation.

Production simulation analysis with GE s MAPS (Multi-Area Production Simulation) 
program was used to evaluate hour-by-hour grid operation of each scenario for 3 years 
with different wind, solar, and load profiles. WECC was represented as a set of 106 
zones, each with its own load profile, portfolio of generating plants, and transmission 
capacity with neighboring areas. The zones were grouped into 20 transmission 
areas. The production simulation results quantified numerous impacts of additional 
renewable generation on grid operation including:

• Amount of flexible generation on-line during a given hour, including its 
available ramp-up and ramp-down capability;

• Effects of day-ahead wind forecast alternatives in unit commitment;
• Changes in conventional generation dispatch;
• Changes in emissions (NO, SOx, and C02) due to renewable generation;
• Changes in grid operation costs, revenues, and net cost of energy;
• Changes in transmission path loadings;
• Changes in use of hydro resources;
• Changes in use and economic value of energy storage.

Minute-to-minute simulation analysis was used to quantify grid performance trends 
and to investigate potential mitigation measures during challenging situations, such 
as large 1-hour, 3-hour and 6-hour changes in net load, high levels of wind and solar 
penetration, low load levels with minimal maneuverable generation on-line, and / 
or high wind forecast errors. Minute-to-minute analysis simulated the operation of 
dispatchable generation resources as well as variable wind and solar generation in the 
study footprint using one-minute time steps, while enforcing constraints related to 
unit maximum, minimum, ramp rate, intertie flow schedule, and regional Automatic 
Generator Control (AGC) functions.

12
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Resource adequacy analysis involved loss-of-load-expectation (LOLE) calculations 
for the study footprint using the Multi-Area Reliability Simulation program, MARS. 
The analysis quantified the impact of wind and solar generation on overall reliability 
measures, as well as the capacity values of the wind and solar generation resources.

Impacts on system-level operating reserves were also analyzed using a variety 
of techniques including statistics, production simulation, and minute-to-minute 
simulation. This analysis quantified the effects of variability and uncertainty, and 
related that information to the system s increased need for operating reserves to 
maintain reliability and security.

The results from these analytical methods complemented each other, and provided a 
basis for developing observations, conclusions, and recommendations with respect to 
the successful integration of wind and solar generation into the WestConnect grid.

OPERATIAMO IJlfl

The power system is designed to handle variability in load. With wind and solar, 
the power system is called on to handle variability in the net load (load minus wind 
minus solar), which can be considerable during certain periods of the year. Figure 
2 shows the load, wind, solar, and net load profiles for the 30% case during two

selected weeks in July and April.
In the July week, (top plot), the net 
load (blue line at bottom edge) is 
not significantly impacted by wind 
and solar variation. However, in the 
April week (bottom plot), the high, 
variable wind output dominates the 
net load, especially during low load

hours, leading to several hours of negative net load during the week. This week in 
April was the worst week in terms of operational challenges of the three years.

As an example of how the system would operate under less severe operating 
conditions, Figure 3 shows the generation dispatch for the same July week shown 
in Figure 2 for the In-Area Scenario. The left figure is without renewable generation 
and the right is the 30% case. Although the wind and solar generation are definitely 
noticeable, they primarily displace combined cycle and gas turbine generation, and 
have minimal impact on the steam coal units.
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Figure 2 - With 35% renewables, system operators must now balance generation against the 
net load (blue) line. This may be straightforward (top, My) or challenging (bottom, April).

Figure 4 shows similar information for the April week shown in Figure 2. Here, 
operating the system with renewable generation is much more challenging. The 
combined cycle generation has been almost completely displaced, as have significant 
levels of coal generation. Nonetheless, the system can operate with balancing area 
cooperation. Without balancing area cooperation, operations during this week would 
be extremely difficult, if not impossible, for individual balancing areas.

How much renewable generation can the system handle? All three geographic 
scenarios show significant benefits with no negative effects in the 10% case. No 
significant adverse impacts were observed up to the 20% case in WestConnect, given 
balancing area cooperation. Increased renewable generation in the rest of WECC

3 USX requires 6% of load to be held ascontingency reserves, half of which is required to be spinning (i.e., synchronized to the 
grid) reserves
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(20/20% case) led to increased stress on system operations within WestConnect, with 
some instances of insufficient reserves due to wind and solar forecast error. These can 
be addressed, but the system has to work harder to absorb the renewables. Operations 
become more challenging for the 30% case in which load and contingency reserves 
are met only if the wind/solar forecasts are perfect. With imperfect forecasts, load is 
served but there are contingency reserve shortfalls. Extra spinning reserves can be held 
every hour of the year to meet those contingency reserve requirements, but the cost to 
hold enough to eliminate all contingency reserve shortfalls is very high. A more cost- 
effective alternative is to establish a demand response program or develop strategies 
to more accurately predict when these shortfalls occur and schedule more reserves 
during those hours or add additional quick start generation where needed. In the 20% 
and 30% cases, decreased flexibility of either the coal or hydro facilities made operation 
more difficult and increased the costs of integrating renewable generation.
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Figure 3 -35% renewables have a minor impact on other generators during an easy week 
in July 2006. WestConnect dispatch - no renewables (left) and 30% case (right)
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and 30% case (right)
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Wind and solar generation primarily displace gas resources nearly all hours of the year, 
given the fuel prices and carbon tax assumed for this study ($2/MBTU coal, $9.50/ 
MBTU gas, $30/ton C02). Since gas-fired generation is typically more flexible than coal 
generation, the natural economic displacement of gas generation by wind and solar 
generation makes the balance of dispatchable generation on-line less flexible (fewer 
gas units, more coal units). Across WECC, operating costs drop by $20 billion/yr ($17 
billion/yr in 2009$) from approx $50 billion/yr ($43 billion/yr in 2009$), resulting in 
a 40% savings due to offset fuel and 
emissions. This savings does not 
account for the capital or operating 
costs associated with the wind, 
solar, or transmission facilities, nor 
does it include any of the costs that
would be required to implement the operational reforms needed to accommodate the 
renewables including balancing area cooperation or sub-hourly scheduling, although 
presumably some of this savings would be used to recover the capital costs of building 
this scenario, including payments to wind and solar generators. Figure 5 (left plot) 
shows the overall impact on the operating costs of WECC for the various penetration 
levels under the In-Area Scenario with a state-of-the-art (SOA) forecast. The 30% case 
shows WECC operating cost savings of $20 billion/yr ($17 billion/yr in 2009$) due 
to the wind and solar generation resources. Figure 5 (right plot) divides these values 
by the corresponding amount of renewable energy provided. In the 30% case, this 
equates to $80/MWh ($60/MWh in 2009$) of wind and solar energy produced. Lower 
penetrations of renewables showed values up to $88/MWh ($75/MWh in 2009$) of 
renewable energy produced (see Section 6.2). These operating cost savings would 
be applied toward the costs of the wind and solar energy, and depending on the 
magnitude of these costs, may or may not be sufficient to cover them.
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Figure 5 - WECC saves $20 billion ($17 billion in 2009$), or 40%, in annual operating costs 
in the 30% case, which is equivalent to $80 ($60 in 2009$) perMWh of wind and solar 
energy produced. Note: Chart on right starts at $70/MWh.
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At a $3.50/MBTU gas price, wind and solar primarily displace coal generation, leaving 
the more flexible gas generation resources to operate together with the wind and solar 
generation. With lower gas price assumptions, operating costs are reduced by 
about 40%, to $46/MWh ($39/MWh in 2009$), but emissions reductions are higher.
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Figure 6 -Assuming $9.50/MBTll gas, renewable energy displaces gas (orange). At lower gas 
prices ($3.50/MBTU), coal is displaced instead, resulting in greater emissions reductions (blue).

Figure 6 shows the total WECC reductions in emissions for the 30% case. C02 
emissions would be reduced by nearly 120 million tons/year, or approximately 25%, 
for the 30% case. SOx emissions would be reduced by approximately 45,000 tons/ 
year (~5%) and NOx would be reduced nearly 100,000 tons/year (-15%) (see Section 
6.2.1). At a $3.50/MBTU gas price, C02 emissions are reduced by nearly 200 million 
tons/year (45%), and NOx and SOx by 300,000 tons/year (50%) and 220,000 tons/year 
(30%), respectively.

There are three key benefits of balancing area cooperation: 1) aggregating diverse 
renewable resources over larger geographic areas reduces the overall variability of 
the renewables, 2) aggregating the load reduces the overall variability of the load, and

3) aggregating the non-renewable 
balance of generation provides 
access to more balancing (and 
more flexible) resources. Figure 
7 shows the reduced-variability 
benefit arising from aggregating 
smaller transmission areas into the 
WestConnect footprint. Variability for

small areas such as Colorado-West (CO-W) or Wyoming (WY) increases significantly 
as renewable penetrations increase from the 10% to the 30% case This effect becomes 
even more extreme at a more granular level, e.g., for specific balancing areas within
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a state (see Section 7.1). However, when the balancing areas across WestConnect are 
aggregated, there is only a slight increase in variability with increased renewables 
penetrations, and even a slight decrease in variability WECC-wide.

Figure 7 -The variability of the net load increases with increasing renewable energy penetra tion. 
Aggregating several transmission areas over the WestConnect footprint results in reduced 
variabilityFOrcent increase in the standard deviation of the hourly changesof the net load in all 
areas for in-Area Scenario.
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Figure 8 -WECCcan save $2 billion ($1.7 billion in 2009$) by holding spinning reserves as 5 
large regions (right) rather than many smaller zones (left).

From an operational perspective, balancing area cooperation can lead to cost savings 
because reserves can be pooled. A sensitivity analysis was performed, running WECC 
as 106 zones (which are roughly equivalent to balancing areas in the southwest, but 
there are multiple zones per balancing area in the northwest) versus 5 large regions.
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Figure 8 shows the $2 billion ($1.7 
billion in 2009$) savings in WECC 
operating costs in the 10% case. 
There are significant savings from 
sharing reserves over larger regions, 
irrespective of the renewables on 
the system.

cooperation can take many forms 
and means different things to different people. In VW\£IS. 
cooperation is modeled by assuming:

• All generation resources, across all BAs. are committed 
from a common regional generation stack on a least- 
cost basis

• Generation commitments assume physical 
transmission capability is available for import or export 
of power transfers between BAs

• All generation dispatches are made on a least- 
marginal-cost basis

• All regional reserves are shared across BAs: i.e.. the 
most economic resources for reserves are used

• Day-ahead generation dispatch and inter-area 
transmission schedules can be modified during 
operation to enable sharing of load-following, 
regulation, and reserves

Mechanisms to enable these aspects of cooperation are 
numerous, and include facets currently used or proposed in 
V\ECCsuch as the ACE diversity interchange (ADI), dynamic 
scheduling, an energy imbalance service, and other 
means of consolidating BA services. Many technical and 
institutional barriers will need to be addressed to achieve 
the level of cooperation of the work presented here.

* ! HEDULING

The current practice of scheduling 
both the generation and interstate 
exchange only once each hour 
has a significant impact on the 
regulation duty. At high penetration 
levels, such hourly schedule 
changes can use most, if not all, of 
the available regulation capability 
to compensate for Area Control 
Error (ACE) excursions during 
large scheduled ramps. This can 
leave no regulation capability for 
the sub-hourly variability.

The minute-to-minute simulations 
showed that the current practice of

hourly scheduling has a greater impact on the regulation requirements than does the 
wind and solar variability.

Sub-hourly scheduling can substantially reduce the maneuvering duty imposed on 
the units providing load following. In the 30% case, the fast maneuvering of combined

cycle plants with sub-hourly 
scheduling is about half of that with 
hourly scheduling, as shown in 
Figure 9. Sub-hourly scheduling in 
the 30% case is roughly equivalent 
to the 20/20% case with hourly

scheduling. Improvements in plant efficiency and reductions in O&M costs, while 
difficult to quantify, are expected from this smoother operation.
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Figure 9 - Fast maneuvering duty of combined cycle units can be cut in half by moving from 
hourly to sub-hourly scheduling.

Integrating day-ahead wind and solar forecasts into the unit commitment process is 
essential to help mitigate the uncertainty of wind and solar generation. Even though 
SOA wind and solar forecasts are imperfect and sometimes result in reserve shortfalls 
due to missed forecasts, it is still 
beneficial to incorporate them into 
the day-ahead scheduling process, 
because this will reduce the amount 
of shortfalls. Over the course of the 
year, use of these forecasts reduces 
WECC operating costs by up to 14%, 
or $5 billion/yr ($4 billion/yr in 
2009$), which is $12-20 /MWh ($10
17 / MWh in 2009$) of wind and solar 
generation. The left side of Figure 
10 shows the WECC-wide operating
cost savings for using SOA forecasts compared to ignoring wind in the day-ahead 
commitment. The right side shows the incremental cost savings for perfect wind and 
solar day-ahead forecasts, which would reduce WECC operating costs by another 
$500 million/yr ($425 million/yr in 2009$) in the 30% case (see Section 6.2.1), or $1-2/ 
MWh ($0.9-1.7/MWh in 2009$) of wind and solar generation.
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Figure 10 -WECCsaves$1-5 billion ($1-4 billion in 2009$) in annual operating costs just by 
using aSOA day-ahead forecast in the unit commitment process (left). Incremental savings 
for perfect forecasts are an order of magnitude less (right).

While on average, wind forecast error is not very large (8% mean absolute error 
across WestConnect), there are hours when wind forecast errors can be extreme, 
ranging up to over 11,000 MW of over- or under-forecast in WestConnect. Severe 
over-forecasts can result in contingency reserve shortfalls; severe under-forecasts can 
result in curtailment of wind.

Operating rules dictate that systems must carry contingency reserves to cover system 
events, such as tripping of a large generator. In WECC, the spinning portion of these 
contingency reserves is equivalent to 3% of the system load. Applying these WECC 
rules, severe over-forecasts can lead to under-commitment of generation units, which 
can result in contingency reserve shortfalls if insufficient quick-start capacity is 
available.

If the forecast is perfect, there are no contingency reserve shortfalls, even in the 30% 
case. With a SOA forecast, Figure 11 shows that these contingency reserve shortfalls 
become an issue in the 30% case. It should be noted, however, that even these 
shortfalls represent only a tiny percentage (-0.005%) of the total load energy.
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Figure 11 - Contingency reserve shortfalls start to become an issue in the 30% case. 
Increasing spinning reserve can reduce the shortfalls but even increasing spinning reserves 
by 25% of the day-ahead wind forecast does notcompletely eliminate reserve shortfalls.
Hourly production simulation analysisshowsspilled energy, or curtailment, on the left axis and 
contingency reserve shortfalls on the right axis for the In-Area Scenario with no wind/solar, the 
10,20, and 30% case for a SOA forecast. The five bars on the right show the effect of increasing 
spinning reserve by 5,10,15,20, and 25% of the day-ahead wind forecast.

Spinning reserves can be increased to cover these contingency reserve shortfalls, but 
at a cost. Figure 11 shows the impact of increasing spinning reserves by 5,10,15, 20 
and 25% of the day-ahead wind forecast. However, each additional 5% increment of 
committed spinning reserve is increasingly expensive, as shown in Figure 12, and 
even with a 25% increase in committed spinning reserves, not all contingency reserve 
shortfalls are eliminated.

The average cost of increasing reserves is shown in Figure 12. Increasing the committed
spinning reserve by 5% of the wind forecast increases WECC operating costs by over 
$3,000 per MWh ($2,550 /MWh in 
2009$) of reduced reserve shortfall.
Expressed another way, it would be 
comparable to pay some of the load 
$3,000/MWh ($2,550/MWh in 2009$) 
to drop off rather than increasing the 
spinning reserve by 5% of the forecast.
At the other extreme, if spinning 
reserve is increased by 25%, it would
cost an average of roughly $13,600/MWh ($11,600/MWh in 2009$) of reserve shortfall. 
The incremental reduction achieved by increasing the spinning reserve from 20% to 
25% of the forecast would cost over $100,000/ MWh ($85,000/ MWh in 2009$). It should
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be more economic to use load participation (i.e., demand response) than to increase the 
spinning reserves to achieve the same objectives. Using load participation instead of 
committing additional generation for operating reserves would save up to $600 million 
($510 million in 2009$) in operating costs per year (see Sections 5.4, 7.2, and 6.2.2).
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Figure 12 - The cost of increasing spinning reserves increases with higher percentages of 
spin. The incremental cost increases sharply at higher percentages of spin, indicating that 
the cost of reducing those final reserve shortfalls is prohibitively high. The five bars show the 
effect of increasing spinning reserve by 5,10,15,20, and 25% of the day-ahead wind forecast.
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Figure 13 -A demand response program which requires load to participate in the 89 hours of 
the year that there are contingency reserve shortfalls is more cost-effective than increasing 
spin for each of the 8760 hours of the yeartiourly contingency reserve-shortfall duration curves 
for the in-Area 30% case with a SOA forecast with no additional spinning reserves, and then with 
spinning reserves increased by 5,10,15,20, and 25%0 of the day-ahead wind forecast.
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Instead of holding additional spinning reserve for each of the 8760 hours of the year,
Figure 13 shows that a demand response program could address those 89 hours of 
the year when there is a contingency reserve shortfall and have a total participation of 
approximately 1300 MW of load. The contingency reserve shortfalls could also be met by a 
combination of increased spinning reserves and a smaller demand response program. An 
alternative to demand response or increased spinning reserve for every hour of the year 
could be dynamic allocation of spinning reserves based on better forecasting, improved 
reserve policies, and more accurate prediction of when shortfalls are likely to occur.

Uncertainty drives both curtailment and reserve shortfalls. With a perfect forecast, 
no wind or solar curtailment was necessary in any of the scenarios. Even in the few 
hours when the renewable generation exceeded the load in WestConnect, there was 
sufficient flexibility within WECC to absorb all of the generation. With aSOA forecast, 
no curtailment occurred up through the 20% case (see Figure 11). The hourly production 
simulations showed about 800 GWh of wind curtailment in the 30% case, representing less 
than 0.5% of the total wind energy production. In addition, the minute-to-minute analysis 
indicated that more wind curtailment may be required under some combinations of low 
load and high wind. Altogether, wind curtailment in the 30% case is estimated to be on the 
order of 1% or less of the total wind energy. Curtailment is also affected by flexibility of the 
balance of generation, e.g., raising the minimum operating point of the coal units to 70% 
increased the wind curtailment slightly (see Sections 6.2 and 6.4.4).

Ij,
Al
In addition to contingency reserves, utilities are required to hold variability or load 
following reserves to cover 10-minute load variability 95% of the time. Typically, 
utilities do not commit additional variability reserves because the existing dispatchable 
generating fleet can adequately cover this variability reserve requirement. With wind 
and solar, the net load variability increases and in the 30% case, the average variability 
reserve requirement doubles. However, when wind and solar are added to the system, 
thermal units are backed down because it is sometimes more economical to back down 
a unit rather than to decommit it.
This results in more up-reserves 
available than in the case when there 
is no wind and solar, as shown in 
Figure 14. Therefore, commitment 
of additional reserves is not 
needed to cover variability in the 
study footprint. Figure 14 shows a
duration curve of the total amount of up-reserves in the committed generation after the 
contingency reserve requirement is subtracted out, showing that 95% of the time, there 
are adequate up-reserves in the 30% Local Priority case.
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Figure 14- There are more up-reserves available in the 30% case than in the no wind/solar 
case because the additional renewable energy generation causes manyconventional units to 
be backed down. Variability Up-Reserve Margin - Local Priority 30% vs. No Wind or Solar Case.

Regulating reserves are a subset of the fast variability requirement, but are held 
separately from the 10-minute variability reserves. Regulating reserves are required
to be automatically controlled through AGC. While WWSIS did not evaluate which 
units were on AGC, the minute-to-minute analysis showed that sufficient regulating 
reserve capability was available in WestConnect.

Down reserves can be handled through wind curtailment when other resources are 
depleted. A wind plant can reduce its output very quickly in response to a command

signal. Simulations in this study 
show that down reserves can be 
implemented through command 
signals (ACE signals) from system 
operators. With extensive balancing 
area cooperation, WestConnect can 
accommodate large amounts of

renewables, and curtailment of wind is expected to be on the order of 1% or less in 
the 30% case.

WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT TRANSMISSION
AND GEOGRAPHIC SCENARIOS?
The In-Area, Local Priority, and Mega Project Scenarios showed similar overall 
performance and economics for a given penetration level. This indicates that the 
specific locations of the wind and solar resources within WestConnect are not critical, 
provided there is adequate transmission infrastructure and access, and balancing area 
cooperation (see Sections 4.2.3, 5.5, 6.4.1, 6.4.6, 7.3.1). The assumption that existing 
transmission capacity can be fully utilized is an important change from present 
practice underpinning these results.
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Figure 15 shows the study footprint s monthly wind and solar energy as a percentage 
of load energy for all three scenarios in the 30% case in 2006.
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Figure 15 - The month-to-month variation of wind and solar penetration is greater than the 
scenario-to-scenario variation.

The plots clearly illustrate that 1) despite the month-to-month variation, there is 
relatively little difference among scenarios at the footprint resolution and 2) there is 
significant month-to-month variation in energy across the year. In fact, there is more 
interannual variation in each month s penetration levels than there is inter-scenario 
variation (see Section 4.1.1-4.1.2)

The total WECC operating cost savings per MWh of renewable energy for the different 
scenarios was also very similar across the three geographic scenarios, with only a slight 
increase in value as the wind plant locations were shifted to the higher capacity factor 
sites in the Local Priority and Mega Project Scenarios (see Section 6.4.1)

i
Sufficient intra-area transmission within each state or transmission area for renewable 
energy generation to access load or bulk transmission is needed. However, the In
Area Scenario, which included no 
additional long distance, interstate 
transmission, worked just as well 
operationally as the other scenarios.

A sensitivity case examined the 
impact of the interstate transmission 
build-outs in the Local Priority
and Mega Project Scenarios (which required $3.4 and $11 billion dollars, in 2008$, of 
interstate transmission respectively). Figure 16 shows the increased annual operating
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costs for the cases in which the new interstate transmission build-outs associated 
with the Local Priority and Mega Project Scenarios were eliminated. These increased 
costs are modest because renewables have displaced other generation and freed up 
transmission capacity. Assuming renewables have full access to this newly opened 
up capacity, there is less need for new transmission.

Assuming a 15% fixed charge rate, the 30% Local Priority Scenario would justify 
about $2 billion ($1.7 billion in 2009$) in transmission investments and the Mega 
Project Scenario would justify a little over $10 billion ($8.5 billion in 2009$). This rough 
estimate suggests that the fu I i-scaie transmission build-out might be justified in the 
30% Mega Project Scenario, but not at lower penetrations in the Mega Project or for 
any of the other scenarios. A more limited transmission buiid-out may be justified for 
the Local Priority Scenario. Of course, these estimates do not include any reliability 
benefits that would be realized from adding more transmission. Ail scenarios could be 
built out to the 10% case without any new interstate transmission (see Section 6.4.6).
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Figure 16 -Building the Local Priority and Mega Project Scenarios without the 
accompanying interstate transmission, increases costs at high penetrations in the 
Mega Project Scenario.

Storage can provide many benefits to the system, including price arbitrage (charging 
when spot prices are low and discharging when prices are high), reliability, and 
ancillary services. Pumped storage hydro (PSH), solar thermal storage, and plug-in 
hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) were examined in WWSIS, with the largest focus 
on PSH (see Chapter 8). WWSIS evaluated only the price arbitrage part of the value 
proposition for PSH and found it much less than sufficient to economical ly justify 
additional storage facilities.
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In the 10% and 20% wind penetration scenarios, gas generation is always on the 
margin (meaning that there are only small spot price variations during most days). 
As a result, there is no apparent opportunity to economically justify energy storage 
based on price arbitrage. Spot price variations increase in the 30% wind penetration 
scenarios, primarily due to errors in day-ahead wind energy forecasts. Occasionally, 
the price swings are very large. However, because this is driven by forecast 
uncertainty, it is not possible to strategically schedule the use of storage resources 
to take advantage of the price variations (and subsequently help eliminate the 
operational problems due to wind forecast errors).
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Figure 17 -A new 100-MWPSH plant with perfect pricing foresight would earn 
approximately $4 million/yr($3.4million/yrin 2009$) from price arbitrage in the 30% case.

To examine a best-case scenario for storage, a new 100-MW PSH plant was added to 
the system and given perfect foresight of spot prices so that it could be dispatched to 
optimize revenue. The results in Figure 17 show the resulting number of operating 
hours and value. With no renewables, the PSH unit would run about 2200 hours (total 
pumping and generating time) and have an operating value of about $2.6 million 
($2.2 million in 2009$) for the year. With a perfect forecast, the value of the PSH unit 
decreased as the renewable penetration increased, due to decreased spot prices. With 
30% penetration and a perfect forecast the 100-MW PSH plant only had an annual 
operating value of $0.5 million ($0.4 million in 2009$) which would only yield a 
capitalized value of about $35/kW ($30/kW in 2009$). With an SOA forecast, spot 
prices are higher due to forecast error, and the 30% case increased the PSH annual 
operating value to $3.8 M ($3.2M in 2009$). However, this is several times less than 
would be required to recover costs for a new PSH plarft(see Section 8).
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WHAT IS THE BENEFIT OF FLEXIBILITY IN 
THE REST OF THE GENERATION FLEET?
System flexibility is the key to accommodating increased renewable generation. WWSIS 
finds that at higher (30% case) penetration levels, decreased flexibility of either the coal or 
hydro facilities made operation more difficult and increased the costs of integrating the 
renewable generation.

ALLOWING HYDRO TO PROVIDE LOAD FOLLOWING
FOR WIND/SOLAR VARIABILITY IS HELPFUL
Hydro generation is capable of quick start/stop cycling and fast ramping, which makes it a 
good partner for variable wind and solar generation. Sensitivity analyses were conducted 
to examine the effects of hydro constraints on operating costs (see Section 6.4.2).
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Figure 18 -Decreasing the flexibilityofthe hydro system increases costQpera ting cost savings 
for hydro dispatch to net load (left), and operating cost increase for constant output hydro operation 
(right), VECC.

This study assumed that hydro generation is normally committed and dispatched to 
serve daily peak net-load periods, while respecting the minimum operating points 
on the hydro units. The left side of Figure 18 shows the impact of adjusting the hydro 
schedules to account for the day-ahead renewable forecasts. Although the impact 
is relatively small at low levels of penetration, the WECC operating costs would be 
reduced by $200 million/yr ($170 million /yr in 2009$) at the 30% case, increasing the 
value of wind and solar energy by about $1 /MWh ($0.9/MWh in 2009$).

The right side of Figure 18 examines the impact if hydro operation were severely 
constrained, such asa requirement to maintain constant river flow. In this case, the 
WECC operating costs would increase by up to $1 billion/yr ($0.9 billion/yr in 2009$). 
Clearly it is important to maintain as much operational flexibility as possible with the 
hydro generation (see Section 6.4.2).

4 Assuming S1200-2000/kWcapitalcost and a fixed charge rate of 15% for a newPSH, S18-30 million annually would be needed 
to recover capital costs
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CONSTRAINTS ON COAL PLANTS RESULT
IN H . ■ " >.....
In WWSIS, coal plants were assumed to be able to operate down to minimum 
generation levels of 40% of nameplate capacity. WWSIS finds that higher minimum 
generation levels result in increased operating costs.

A sensitivity case explored the impact of varying coal plant minimum loading on 
system operating costs. Increasing the minimum loading had minimal impact with 
wind penetrations less than 20%. At the 30% scenario, the impact becomes more 
noticeable, as shown in Figure 19. If coal plants are allowed to only operate above 
70% load, then WECC operating costs would increase by nearly $160 million/yr ($136 
million/yr in 2009$). See Section 6.4.4.
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Figure 19 -Decreasing the flexibilityofthe coal fleet by increasing minimum generation 
levels on coal plants increases costs, increased \AECC operating costs over 40% minimum 
ratings on coal plants, 30% case.

WHAT IS THE CONTRIBUTION OF
REWEWABUB TO RESOURCE ADEQUACY?
Variable resources such as wind and solar PV are primarily energy resources rather 
than capacity resources. However, they provide some contribution to reliability 
(resource adequacy). A range of capacity valuation techniques based on traditional loss- 
of-load-expectation (LOLE) data were evaluated to consider the variability inherent 
with the renewable generation. This was conducted for WestConnect assuming no 
transmission constraints within the study footprint and no interconnections with the 
rest of WECC, so that the capacity value characteristics of the renewable generation 
could be isolated.
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Table 4 shows capacity values of wind based on daily LOLE which were typical of 
the overall analysis. Wind generation resources selected for this study were found to 
have capacity values in the range of 10% to 15%. Wind plant energy output tends to

be higher during winter and spring 
seasons, and during nighttime 
hours, which is contrary to system 
peak load periods. Hence, the 
capacity value is low relative to the 
plant rating. PV solar plants have 

capacity values in the range of 25% to 30%. Although PV solar produces its energy 
during the daytime, output tends to decline in the late afternoon and early evening 
when peak load hours often occur. The PV output was based on the DC rating of the 
system; it would be 23% higher if based on the AC rating and included inverter and 
other losses from the outset. Concentrating solar plants with thermal energy storage 
have capacity values in the range of 90% to 95%, similar to thermal generating plants. 
Their maximum energy production tends to be during the long summer days, and 
the storage capability extends the energy output through the late afternoon and early 
evening hours, when peak loads occur (see Sections 4.2, 4.3, and 9.2 through 9.7).

1
pv uNLY CSPONLYWWIPiU

10% 13.5% 35.0% 94.5% 18.2%
20% 12.8% 29.3% 94.8% 19.7%
30% 12.3% 27.7% 95.3% 19.8%
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The technical analysis performed in this study shows that it is feasible for the 
WestConnect region to accommodate 30% wind and 5% solar energy penetration.
This requires key changes to current practice, including substantial balancing area 
cooperation, sub-hourly scheduling, and access to underutilized transmission capacity.

WWSIS finds that both variability and uncertainty of wind and solar generation 
impacts grid operations. However, the uncertainty (due to imperfect forecasts) leads to 
a greater impact on operations and results in some contingency reserve shortfalls and 
some curtailment, both of which are relatively small. The variability leads to a greater 
sub-hourly variability reserve requirement, but because conventional units are backed 
down, the system naturally has extra reserve margins.

This study has established both the potential and the challenges of large scale 
integration of wind and solar generation in WestConnect and, more broadly, in WECC. 
However, changes of this magnitude warrant further investigation. The project team 
regards the following as valuable topics for exploration:

• Characterization of the capabilities of the non-renewable generation portfolio 
in greater detail (e.g., minimum turndown, ramp rates, cost of additional wear 
and tear);

• Changes in non-renewable generation portfolio (e.g., impact of retirements, 
characteristics, and value of possible fleet additions or upgrades);

• Reserve requirements and strategies (e.g., off-line reserves, reserves from non
generation resources);

• Load participation or demand response (e.g., functionality, market structures, 
PHEV);

• Fuel sensitivities (e.g., price, carbon taxes, gas contracts and storage, hydro 
constraints and strategies);

• Forecasting (e.g., calibration of forecasting using field experience, strategies for 
use of short-term forecasting);

• Rolling unit commitment (e.g., scheduling units more frequently than once on a 
day-ahead basis);

• Transmission planning and reliability analyses (e.g., transient stability, voltage 
stability, protection and control, intra-area constraints and challenges);

• Hydro flexibility (e.g., calibration of hydro models with plant performance).
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Western Governors’ Association
Meeting Renewable Energy Targets in the West at Least Cost: 

The Integration Challenge
Introduction

Clean, affordableenergy is essential for continued 
growth of the economy i n Westernstates. State 
laws and policies put in place in the last decade 
requiri ngenergy suppl iersto bring on-l i ne large 
amountsof wind and solar generation have changed 
the traditional mix of “fuels” used for energy genera
tion. By 2022, these pol icies are expected to more 
than double the amount of renewable resources i n 
theWesternll.S. com pared to 2010.

Integratingthese resourcesintoa reliableand 
affordablepower system will require an unprece
dented level of cooperativeaction within the electric 
industry and between the industry and state, 
subregional and federal entities. WesternGovernors 
have encouraged util itiesand transm issionproviders 
to reduce the cost of i ntegrat i ng renewableenergy 
(see W3AResolution 10-15). These efforts need to 
increase as wind and solar resourcesscale up to 
help power the Westerneconomy in the future.

WesternGovernorscan help acceleratetheseefforts by:

* Asking for regular reports from utilities and transm ission providersservi ng thei r state on actions 
they are taking to put in place recommendationsin this paper;

* Calling for an assessment from the state’s utility regulatorsand energy office on whether an energy 
i m balance market and faster schedul i ngof energy and transmissioncould reduce ratepayer costs 
and, if so, what is needed to put these practices in place;

* Urging transmissionprovidersand federal power marketing agencies to evaluate the cost and 
benefits of actions to increasetransmissioncapacityand system flexibility and act on ones that 
look most promising;

* Di rect i ng state agencies to incorporatethe recommendationsin this report in state energy and 
transm ission plans and economicdevelopmentinitiativesand requestinguti I itiesand regulators 
to include the recom mendat ionsi n requirementsfor utility resource plans and procurement;

* Asking utilities and state agencies to work col labo rati velyto inventory generatingfacilitiesand 
evaluatefuture flexibility options to integratewind and solar resources; and

* Conveningpartiesto discuss benefits to the region from least-cost delivery of wind and solar 
resourcesand to develop solutions to address institutional barriers.

The WesternGovernors’Association commissionedthis report to explore ways to reduce costs to 
the region’selectricityconsumersfor integratingwind and solar, identify barriers to adoptingthese 
measuresand recommend possiblestate actions.

■
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TheWesternll.S. powergrid has existing flexibility in the system to cost-effectivelyintegrate 
wind and solar resources but, as operated today, that flexibility is largely unused. Integration involves 
managingthevariability(the range of expected electricity generation output)and uncertainty 
(when and how much that generation will change during the day) of energy resources.

Integration is not an issue that is unique to renewableresources; conventional forms of 
generationalso impose integration costs. In fact, most of the measures described in the report would 
reduce costs and improvethe rel iabi I i ty of the grid even if no wi nd or solar generation is added.

Other regionsof the country have found ways to i ncrease flexibility and efficiencyfrom 
supply-and demand-side resourcesand transmission,although the West faces some unique 
challengesincluding:

* The Western I nterconnect ion is a large area that includesthe provi ncesof Alberta and 
British Columbia, the northern portion of Baja California, Mexico, and all or portionsof 14 
Westernstates.

* It is organized into 37 balancingauthoritiesthat operate independent areas within an intercon
nected grid system.

* Energy and capacity are acquired pri mari ly through util ity-built projectsand long-term bi lateral 
agreementsdriven by utility resource plans and procurementprocesses.

* Outside of organ ized wholesale markets i n Alberta and the Cal iforn ia I ndependentSystem 
Operator (CAISO) footpri nt, subhourlyenergy transact ionsare lim ited.

* Energy is largely delivered on hourly schedulesthat are fixed shortly before the hour of delivery, 
with little (or no) ability to make changes.

Drawingfrom existing studies and experience to date, this report identifiesoperationaland 
market tools as well as flexibledemand-and supply-side resourcesthat can be employed to reduce 
ratepayer costs for integrating wind and solar in the Westernstates. The fol lowi ng table providesa 
high-level overview of the costs and integration benefits for each of these approachesand indicates 
the level of certainty of these appraisals.The table also provides esti mated t i mef ramesfor imple
mentation.The remainder of the ExecutiveSummary outl ines these approachesand recommendations 
for states to consider.
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Executive Summary 

Assessment of Integration Actions
The following table takes a West-wideview of costs and integration benefits of actions described 

in this report and estimatesimplementationtimeframe.AppendixA describesunderlyingassumptions. 
The extent to which any of these actions is undertaken,and therefore its costs and benefits, depend 
in part on the level of adoption of other actions. However,each action is treated independentlyhere; 
there is no ranking of options against each other. Colors i ndicate confidence i n the assessment of 
costs and integration of benefits: blue-high confidence,yellow- medium confidence,and orange- 
low confidence.

Expected Cost of 
Implementation

WSmStm
■■Subhoufy Dispatch and IntraHour 

Scheduling (nonstandard, voluntary -
not West-wide, 30-rrinute interval)

Lew

Subhourly Dispatch and IntraHour 
Scheduling (standard, voluntary-
notWest-wicfe)

LcwtoMediim Lew to Medium Short

Subhourly Dispatch and IntraHour 
Scheduling (standard, required, West-wide)

Low to High : Medium to High Medium

Dynamic Transfers (improved tools and 
operating procedures)

Low Low to Medium Short to Medium

Dynamic Transfers (equipment upgrades, Medium to Hicfi ; MediumtoHigh
including new transmission lines)

Energy Imbalance Market (siioregion only) ; Medium to High ; Medium

Medium to Long

Medium

Energy Imbalance Market (West-wide) 

Improve Weather, Wind & Solar Foreeastir

Medium to Long

Medium to High Short to Medium

Geographic Diversity
(if using existing transmission)

Medium

Geographic Diversity 
(if new transmission needed)

High Medium Long

Reserves Management: Reserves Sharing . Lav Law to Medium Short

Reserves Management: Dynamic Calculation, Low Law to Medium Short

Ffeserves Management: Using Contingency , Law to Medium j Law to Medium
Ffeserves for Wind Bents

Short to Medium

Ffeserves Management:
Controlling Variable (feneration 
(assuming requirements are prospective)

low to Medium Law to Medium Medium to Long

Demand Response: Discretionary Demand Low to Medium Low to Medium Short to Medium

Demand Response: Interruptible Demand : Low to Medium

Low to Mediumi

Law to Medium Short to Medium

Demand Response: Qstributed Energy 
Storage Appliances

Low to Medium Short to Medium

Flexibility of Basting Plants-Minor Retrofits Low to Medium Law to Medium Short to Medium

Flexibility of Basting Plants-Major Ffetrofits • MediumtoHigh ! MediumtoHigh

low to High ; Medium to High:

Medium to Long

Flexibility for New Generating Rants Medium to Long
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Summary of Integration Actions
Expand subhourly dispatch and intra-hour scheduling.

Economicdispatch is the process of maxi m izi ng the output of the least-cost generatingunits in 
response to changing loads. Scheduling is the advance schedul i ng of energy on the transmissiongrid.

Subhourlydispatch refers to changinggeneratoroutputsat intervals less than an hour. Intra-hour 
scheduling refers to changing transmissionschedulesat intervals less than an hour. In organized 
energy markets in the U.S., regional system operatorsd ispatch generat ion at five minute intervals 
and coordinatetransmissionwith dispatch.

While most transmission in the Western I nterconnectionis scheduled in hourly intervals, 
output from variableenergy resourceschanges within the hour.Greater use of subhourlydispatch 
and intra-hourschedulingin the West’sbi lateral marketscould allow generatorsto scheduletheir 
output over shorter intervals and closer to the scheduling period, effectivelyaccessing existing 
generatorflexibilitythat is not available to most of the West today .Among other benefits, this would 
facilitatea large reduction in the amount of regulation reserves needed with significantsavings 
for consumers.

Barriers to achieving these savings in the West include the upfront cost to move from hourly to 
i ntra-hourlyschedul i ng; i nconsistent practices across areas where intra-hourscheduling is allowed 
today; the need to synchronize metering, control center operationsand software; lack of coordination 
of intra-hourschedulingwith financial settlements;and the lack of a formal, standard market for 
intra-hourenergy transactionsoutside Alberta and the CA1SO footprint.

Reccxinmendationfer states to consider:
* Encourageexpansionof theJoint Initiative’sintra-hourscheduling activities to shorter time intervals.
* Promoteexpansion of subhourlydispatch and intra-hourscheduling to all entities in the West.
* Foster standardizationofintra-hourschedulingamong Western balancing authorities,allowing 

updating of scheduleswithin the hour.
* Evaluate the costs, benefits and i mpacts of extended pi lots on the need for reserves, particularly 

for regulation.
* Commissionan independentanalysisof the estimatedequipmentand labor costs of transitioning 

to subhourly dispatch and intra-hourscheduling for all transmissionprovidersin the West.Such 
an analysisalso should esti mate the benefits, including projected reductions in regulation and 
other reserve needs, especially for balancingauthoritieswith large amountsof variableenergy 
resources. In addition, the study should evaluate costs and benefits of intra-hourscheduling 
operations,such as:
1. two 30-m i nuteschedules both submitted at the top of the hour,
2. one 30-minute schedule submitted at the top of tttexir and another at the bottom of the hour,
3. 15-m i nuteschedul i ngand
4. five-m i nuteschedul i ng.

* Consider strategies for assistingsmallertransmissionprovidersto recover costs of transitioningto 
intra-hourscheduling,such as coordinatedoperationsamongmultipletransmissionprovidersor 
phasing in equipmentand personnel upgradesover multiple years.

* Explore harmonizedimplementationof faster dispatch, schedul i ng, balancing and settlement 
across the Western I nterconnection.

* Allow regulated utilities to recover costs for wi nd integration chargesassessed by a third party at 
the lesser of the rate charged for intra-hourschedulingor hourly scheduling, if intra-hourschedul
ing is an availableoption. Grant cost recovery for software upgradesand additional staff necessary 
to accom modate i nt ra-hour schedu I i ng.
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between balancing authorities
Dynamic transfer refers to electroni

cally transferringgenerationfrom the 
balancingauthorityarea in which it 
physicallyresidesto another balancing 
authority area in real-time.Such trans
fers al low generation to be located and 
controlled in a geographiclocation that 
is outside of the receiving balancing 
authority area. Dynamictransfer 
involvessoftware.communicationsand 
agreementsand requiresthe appropriate 
amount of fi rm, avai labletransm ission 
capacity between locations.

Dynamic transfersfaci litateenergy 
exchanges between balancing authority 
areas and i ncreaseoperational efficiency and fiexibi'iity.Using dynam'ictransfers,the within-'nuur 
variability and uncertainty of a wind or solar facility can be managed by the balancingauthority 
where the energy is being used. Absent dynam ic transfers, that responsibilityremainswith the 
balanci ngauthority area where the faci I ity i nterconnects.even if the plant schedules the power to 
be sold in another region. Dynamictransferscan result in greatergeographicdiversityof wind and 
solar faci I itiesand reduced integration costs and imbalance charges.

For most transmissionprovidersin theWestemlnterconnection.transmissionslated for 
dynam ic transfers must be held open for the maximum dynamicflow that could occur within the 
scheduling period, typically an hour.Thus, transmissionslated for dynam ictransferscould displace 
other potential fixed, hourly transactionson the line. While reservationscan be updated in real-time 
to be used by other market part i ci pants, i ncreased dy nam ic t ransfers may comeat the expense of 
other uses of the line.
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Dynam ic transfersalso i ncrease i nt ra-hou r power and voltage fluctuationson the transmission 
system that can pose chal lengesfor system operators.The impacts are more difficult to manage 
as more dynam ictransfershave large and frequent ramps within the scheduling period. Lack of 
automation of some reliabi I ity functions is a barrier to increased use of dynam ic t ransfers, as are 
concerns about the impact on transmissionsystem operating limits.

Reoommendationforstatesto  consider:
* Completetransmissionprovidercalculationsof dynamictransfer limits to help identify which 

lines are most receptive,and which are most restrictivefor dynamic transfers.
* Determinepriority for transmissionsystem improvementsto alleviaterestrictionson dynamic 

transfers considering locations for existing and potential renewablegenerationand balancing 
resources, and lines needed for dynamic transfers.

* Assess options and costs for additional transmissioncapacity and additional flexibility on trans
mission systems to faci litate more widespread use of dynamic transfers. For example, more 
flexibleACtransmissionsystemscan be “tuned” to operate moreflexibly.Dynamicline ratings 
can i ncrease utilization of existingtransm ission facilities. Also, the impact of lowertransmission 
utilization factorsdue to dynamictransfers could be minimized through upgrades such as reactive 
power support and special protection systems.

* Explore use of rampinglimitsto i ncrease the dynam ic t ransfer capabi I i ty of certai n paths.
* Assess best approachesfor i ntegrati ngdynam ic transfer limits into schedul i ngand operating 

practicesand determ inecompensation issues.
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* Conduct outreach and dissem i nate i nformation to stakeholderson the implicationsof dynamic 
transfer limits and potential system impactsof dynamicschedulingin order to help identify 
solutions.Dynamictransfer limits may haveimplicationsfor other mechanismsthat can help 
integrate renewableresources.such as an energy imbalance market and flexible reserves.

* Automate reliability proceduressuch as voltage control and RAS arming to enable expanded use 
of dynamic transfersand increasethe efficiency of system operations.

* Use near real-timedata to calculate system operating limits to add ress concerns about potential 
violationsof limits due to lack of current data. This could help mitigate restrictivedynamic 
transfer limits.

* Encourage balancing authorities to use dy nam ic t ransfers to aggregate balanci ng service across 
their footprints.

Implement an energy imbalance market (EIM)
As proposed for theWesternU.S., an EIM is a centralized market mechanism to:

1. re-dispatch generation every five m i nutes to maintain load and resource balance, addressing 
generatorscheduledeviationsand load forecast errorsand

2. providecongestionmanagementserviceby re-dispatchinggenerationto relievegridconstraints. 
An EIM would increase the efficiency and flexibility of system operationsto integrate higher

levels of wind and solar resources by enablingdispatch of generationand t ransm ission resources 
across balanci ngauthorities.That would harnessthe full diversity of load and generation in a broad 
geographicareato resolveenergy imbalances. An EIM would opt i m ize the dispatch of imbalance 
energy within t ransm ission const rai nts, reduci ng operat i ng costs and reserve needs and making 
more efficient use of the transmissionsystem. In addition,an EIM would provide rel iabi I i ty benefits 
by coord i nati ng balanci ng across the region, making moregenerationavailableto system operators.

Among the implementationbarriersare upfront financing and accepting and adapting to a new 
operational practice. Other issues to be resolved include selection of a market operator,governance, 
a market monitor to prevent and mitigate potential market manipulation,coordinationagreements 
with reservesharinggroups, seams agreementswith non-partici pantsand organized market areas, 
and uncertainty in the level of interest in participation.

Reoormiendationiorstatestooonsicier:
* Undertakeefforts to define the rates and terms for transmissionserviceagreementsfor each 

transmissionprovider.
* Explore fi nanci ng opt ions to enable entities to defer some of the startup costs to future years and 

to better plan and budget for costs.
* I nvestigatethe costs and benefits to ratepayersof regulated utilities participating^ an EIM 

through public utility commission proceedings.Encourage publicly owned utilities to investigate 
costs and benefits of EIM participation for thei r consumers.Such evaluationsshould include 
potential reduction in integration costs, potential enhanced reliability .changes to compensation 
for t ransm issionprovidersand impacts for customers, potential disadvantagesof participation, 
and possiblenegativeeconomicimpactsfor meeting renewableenergy requirementsin the 
absence of utility participation in an EIM.

* Exam i ne mechan ismsfor preventingand mitigating potential market manipulationthat could 
reduce benefits.

* Support continuingeffortsto explore how governanceof an EIM would work, including provisions 
that add ress concerns that an EIM could lead to the creation of an RTO.

* Determinethe viability of an EIM if major balancing authorities do not participate.
* Provideencouragementand support for the Northwest PowerPool Market Assessment and 

CoordinationCommittee which has assembled 20 Western balanci ngauthoritiesand several 
other participating utilities to fully evaluatethe business case for an EIM.
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* Support Western I nterconnection-wideefforts to design a proposed El M for the broadest possible 
geographicfootprint.

* Establ ish a t i mel i ne for implementingthe proposed EIM in the West.

Improve weather, wind and solar forecasting
Weather is a primary influenceon all electric systemsas it drives load demand, in addition to

variablegeneration sources such as wind and solar. Hot days require more power generation to 
meet demand for cooling, whilecold weather requires more generation to serve electric heating 
requirements.Thus, forecastingof variablegenerationshould be viewed in the broader context of 
weather forecasting.

Variablegeneration 
forecasting uses 
weather observations, 
meteorologicaldata, 
Numerical Weather 
Prediction models, and 
statistical analysisto 
generateesti matesof 
wind and solar output 
to reduce system 
reserve needs. Such 
forecastingalso helps 
grid operatorsmonitor 
system conditions, 
scheduleor de-commit 

. fuel suppliesand
powerplantsin antici
pation of changes in

wind and solar generation, and prepare for extreme high and low levels of wind and solar output.
Key barriers to greater use of wind and solar forecast ingare deficiencies in forecast accuracy, 

time required to implementforecastingprocessesincluding col lection of necessary data, increased 
need to incorporatevariablegenerationforecastsin day-aheadschedulesand dispatch,and lack of 
updating schedulesand dispatch with more accurate forecastscloser to real time. In addition, 
improvementsin the foundational forecasts that variablegeneration forecastersrely upon will 
improvethe qual ity and accuracy of variablegeneration forecasts. Improvementsincluding more 
frequent measurementsand observations, more measurementsfrom the atmosphere,and more 
rapid refreshing of Numerical WeatherPrediction models wi 11 improvevariablegeneration forecast
ing as well as weather forecasting, which have broader benefits for the public, the aviation industry 
and other users of weather data.

UtiM
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ReoonvnendationferstatestD consider
* Support governmentand private i ndustry efforts to improvethe foundational modelsand data 

that are incorporated into variablegenerationforecastingmodels.
* Encouragetheexpandeduseof variablegeneration forecastingby balancing authorities.
* Ask balancing authoritiesthat al ready have implemented variablegeneration forecastingto study 

the feasibility and costs and benefitsof improvements,such as using multipleforecasting 
providersor installing additional meteorologicaltowers.

* Study the feasibilityand costs and benefitsof using variablegenerationforecastsfor day-ahead 
unitcommitmentsand schedules, includingupdatingschedulescloser to real time to take advan
tage of i mprovedforecast accuracy.
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* Considerthe feasibility and costs and benefits of more regional variablegeneration forecasts 
involvingmultiplebalancingauthoritiesorexchangeof forecastsamongbalancingauthorities.

* Ask balancing authorities whether variablegeneration ramps are of concern now or are expected 
to be of concern in the future, whether any existing forecastingsystem adequately predicts ramps 
in variable generation, and the status of potential adoption of a ramp forecast for variablegeneration.

Take advantage of geographic diversity of resources
Over a large geographicarea, and a correspondinglarge number of generating facilities, wind

and solar projects are less correlated and have less variable output in aggregate. This reduces ramping 
of conventionalgenerationfor balancing, as well as forecastingerrorsand the need for balancing 
(not contingency) reserves.

Some regions in the U.S. have large 
balanci ng authority areas that naturally 
providegeographicdiversity.Diversityalso 
can be accessed throughgreater balancing 
authority cooperation, buildingtransmission 
and optimized siting of wind and solar plants.

Siting these resourceswithout regard to 
geographicdiversity may have higher costs 
compared to projectssited to minimize 
transmissioncosts. However, if the resource 
sites are not of equal quality, more wind 
and solar capacity may be required to 
achievethe same generat ion output - at 
higher cost - compared to developing 
higher quality resourcesthat are geographi
cally concentrated.

Although the benefits of geographic 
diversity are generally recognized, there is 
insufficient information that quantifiesthe 
costs and benefits. Further,geographic 
diversity is typically not factored into trans
mission planning or resourceplanning and 
procurementprocesses.The question is 
whether reduci ng aggregate variabi lityof 
variablegeneration through geographic 
diversity,with the resulting reductionsin 

reserves requirements anu wmu and soiar lorecasi enois, justifies initiativessuch as transmission 
expansion. By itself, geographicdiversity is probably insufficient to justify new or upgradedtransmis- 
sion lines but it may be an additional benefit. Regardless,the benefits of geographicdiversity clearly 
support balanci ngauthority area aggregation and greater cooperationacross areas.

I
,
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Reoommendationforstatesto  consider:
* Quantify the costs and benefits of geographicdiversity in utility resource plans and procurement, 

subregional plans and Interconnection-wideplans.This includes, but is not limited to, siting wind 
and solar generation to minimize variability of aggregateoutput and better coincidewith utility 
load profiles.

* Investigate the prosand cons of si t i ng opt i m izat ion software and whether it can be advantageously 
used in processes such as defining state and regional renewableenergy zones and utility resource 
planning and procurementto reduce ram pi ng of fossi l-fuel generatorsand minimize reserve 
requirements.
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* Support right-sizing of interstate lines that access renewableresourcesfrom regional renewable 
energy zones designatedthrougha stakeholder-drivenprocess in areas with low environmental 
conflicts, when it is projected that project benefits will exceed costs. Right-sizi ng I i nes means 
i ncreasi ng project size, voltage, or both to account for credible future resource needs. Building 
some level of transmissionin advance of need could avoid const ruction of a second line in the 
same corridor or minimize the need for additional transmissioncorridors.and associated environ
mental disruption, as well as the risk that transmission may not be availableto deliver best 
resources identified in long-term planning.

Improve reserves management
Powersystem reservesare quantitiesof generation or demand that areavailableas needed 

to maintainelectricservice reliabiIity.Contingency reservesare for unforeseenevents,such as an 
unscheduled power plant outage. Balanci ng reservesare for day-to-day balanci ng of generation 
and demand.

Higher penetrationsof wind and solar resourcesincreasethe variability and uncertainty of 
generation in the system, increasing the need for balanci ng reserves. These reserves can be 
managed moreefficiently.First, reservesharing can reduce the requirementsof individual balancing 
authorities by averagingout short-term load and resource fluctuationsacrossa broader area. Second, 
dynam ical ly calculat i ng regulation and load fol lowi ng reserves would take into account levelsof 
renewablegeneration(for example,variability of wind plant output changes with output level), load 
on the system and other system conditions.Thi rd, system operatorscan work with rel iabi I ity entities 
to determine whether contingency reserves could be used for extremeeventswhen wind output 
drops rapidly.Fourth, relatively modest limits and ramp rate controls for variablegeneration could 
significantly reduce the need to hold balancing reserves, at the cost of cu rtai I i ng some output of 
renewableenergy generation. Automaticgenerationcontrol for down-regulationalso may prove 
useful if variablegeneratorsare compensatedfor the service.

The fi rst two of these approachesare more proven, whileat least some aspects of the latter 
twoapproachesare less developed. Among the implementationbarriers,additional research and 
implementationexperienceare needed in several areas.

ReconvrwKjationior states to consider:
* Equip more existing conventionalgeneratingfacilitieswith automaticgeneration control. Experi

ment with automaticgeneration control for wind projectsand evaluate the benefits to the system 
against compensatingwind generatorsfor lost output.

* Expand reserve-sharingactivitiessuch as ADI. Implementationcostsare minimal and benefits 
may be substantial. In addition, ADI programsshould considerexpandingcapacity limits.

* Request the WEOCVariableGenerationSubcommitteeto analyze dynamic reserve methods to 
help with wind and solar integration.

* Ask balanci ngauthoritiesto explorecalculating reserve requirementson a dynamic basis to take 
into account the levelsof wind and solar on the system and other system conditions.

* Perform statistical analysis to determine the benefits in reduced net reserves that result if balancing 
reservesfor wind and conti ngency reserves can be at least partially shared. If results are positive, 
work with NERCand WEOCto develop protocolsal lowing the use of conti ngency reservesfor 
extremewind ram ping events.

* Develop coordinatedor standardized rules for control I i ng variablegeneration that minimize 
economicimpactsto wind and solar generators.Controlsshould be limited to situations where 
actions are needed to maintain system rel iabi I ity or when accepting the variablegeneration leads 
to excessivecosts.

* Considerdifferent wholesale rate designs to encourage more sources of flexibi lity.
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Retool demand response to complement variable supply
Where the fuel that drivesa growingshareof supply is beyond the control of system operators, 

as is the case with wi nd and solarenerav.it is valuableto shift load up and down by control ling
water heaters, chillersand other energy services.To 
realizesignificant integration benefits this must be 
done through either direct control of the load or 
pre-program medresponsesto real-time prices.

Experience in some regionsand results from 
studies suggest that demand response can be a key 
component of a low-cost system sol ut ion for integrating 
variablegeneration. Demand responsealso provides 
many other benefits, i ncludi ng i ncreased customer 
control over bills, more efficient del ivery of energy 
services and a more resilient power system.

Among the barriers, demand response programs 
that could help integrate variablegeneration are 
nascent, advanced metering infrastructureis not in 
place in many areas, better customer value propositions 
are needed, and strategiesfor measuringand verifying 
demand response must be improved.

m■
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* Consider demand response as part of a suite of measures designed and deployed to complement 
the reliableand cost-effectivedeploymentof larger sharesof variableenergy resources.

* Further develop and test a range of value propositionsto assess customer i nterest i n direct load 
control and pricing event strategies that support variablegeneration, with frequent control of 
loads both up and down.

* Evaluateexperiencewith program designs that pay consumers based on the value of the flexibility 
services they provide to system operators, with either di rect control of selected loads or automated 
load responsesprogrammedfor customersaccordingto their preferences.

* Consider the potential val ue of enabl i ng demand response programsthat can help integrate 
variablegeneration when evaluatingutility proposalsfor advanced metering infrastructure.

* Particularlyfor real-time pricing based programs,cultivatestrategies that earn consumer confidence 
in advanced metering infrastructureand pricing programs,includingdevelopmentof robust policies 
safeguardingconsumerprivacyand well-designed consumer education programs.

* Allow and encourage participation of third-party demand response aggregatorsto acceleratethe 
developmentof new sources of responsivedemand, new consumer value propositionsand new 
service offerings. Addressopen-sourceaccess to demand response i nfrastructure,access to 
consumer information,and privacy and data security issues to enable third parties to offer 
demand responseproductsand services.

* Allow demand response to com pete on an equal footingwith supply-sidealternativesto provide 
the various services it is capable of del i veri ng. Further.act i vely accom modatedemand response 
in utility sol icitat ionsfor capaci ty.

* Isolate and quantify costs of balancing services to make transparentthe value of flexibility options 
such as demand response.

* Develop robust measurementand verification processesthat recognize the unique characteristics 
of demand-side resou rces i n ways that encourage, rather than discourage,wider participation.

* Examine ratemaking practices for features that discourage cost-effective demand response. Examples 
i nclude demand charges that penal ize (large) customersfor higher peak demand levels when they 
shift load away from periodsof I i m ited energy suppl ies to periodsof surplus, and revenue models 
that tie the utility’s profits pri mari ly to volume of energy sales.
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Access grater flexibility 

in the dispatch of existing

llir ■11
Iillgenerating plaits

Output control range, ramp rate 
and aocuracy-along with minimum 
run times, off ti mes and startup times - 
are the pri mary characteristicsof gener
ating plants that determine how nimbly 
they can be dispatched by the system 
operator to complement wind and solar 
resources. There are economictradeoffs 
between plant efficiency,em issions, 
opportunity costs (the revenue lost 
when a generatorforegoesenergy 
production in order to provide flexibil
ity), capital costs and maintenance 
expenses.

The best way to achievethe 
neededgeneratorflexibility is to 
design and build it into the fleet, 
selecting technologiesthat are 
i nherently flexible.Some plants can 
be retrofitted to increase flexibility by 
loweringminimum loads, reducing 
cycl i ng costs and i ncreasi ng ram p 
rates. Generatorsthat can reduce output or shut down when wholesale market prices are lowei inai i 
thei r operating costs can make more money than generatorsthat have to continue operati ng 
at a loss.

Among the barriers to ret refitting plants are the fundamental limitationsof the technology, 
uniquenessof each plant, cost and uncertain payback.The benefitsof increasingexistingplant 
flexibility may be comparativelysmall compared to other ways to reduce i ntegrationcosts, such 
as larger balancingauthoritiesand intra-hourscheduling. But the benefits are additive.

Rscxxnriendationforstatestooonsider;
Fi rst, establishgeneratorscheduling rules that do not block access to the flexibilitycapability 

that al ready exists.Subhourly energy schedul ing has proven to be an effective method for maxi mizing 
the flexibility of the generation fleet. Second, perform balancingoveras large a geographicareaas 
possible.The larger the balancing area, the greater diversity benefit where random up and down 
movementsof loads and variablegeneratorscancel out. Third, design flexi bi I ity i nto each new 
generator by select i ng technologiesthat are more flexible.

Fourth, retrofit existi nggeneratorsto increase flexibility when this is practical and cost-effective:
* Analyze the potential for retrofittingexisting, less flexiblegeneratingfacilities.Evaluationon a 

plant-specificbasis is required to determine what additional flexibility,if any, can be obtained 
through cost-effectivemodification. It may be possible to ach ieve faster start-ups, reduce mini
mum loads, i ncrease ramp rates (up and down), or i ncreasethe abi I ity to cycle the generator on 
and off, or off overnight,and at other times when it is not needed.

* Provideappropriateincentivesto encou ragegenerat i ng plant owners to invest in increased 
flexibility.

* Consider establishingincentivesor market options to encou ragegeneratorsto make their opera
tional flexibility available to system operators.
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* Explore developmentof a flexible ram pi ng anci llary servi ce to takeadvantageof fast-response 
capabilitiesof some types of demand resourcesand generation.

* Requ i reconvent ional generatorsto have frequency response capabi I i ty or define frequency 
responseas a service that generatorscan supply for compensation.

* Quant ify cycling costs and identify strategies to minimizeor avoid cycling.

Focus on flexibility for new generating plants
Traditional lypystem operators relied on control ling output of power plants- dispatchingthem 

up and down-to follow highly predictablechanges in electric loads. Generat i ng plants were sched
uled far in advancewith only small adjustments in output required to follow changes in demand.

With an increasingshareof supply from variable renewableenergy resources,grid operatorswill 
no longer be able to control a significant portion of generation capacity .At the same ti me, renewable 
resourcesare among the most capital-intensiveand lowest cost to operate. Once built, typically the 
least-cost approach is to run them as much as possible.Therefore.grid operatorswill need dispatchable 
generationwith more flexible capabilitiesfor followingthe less predictable“net load”-electricity 
load after accountingfor energy from variablegeneration.

New dispatchablegenerationwill need to frequentlystart and stop, change production to quickly 
ramp output up or down, and operate above and below standard uti I izat ion rates without significant 
loss in operatingefficiency.Flexibleresourcesthat can meet increasedsystem variabi I ity needs with 
high levels of wind and solar generation will enable more efficient system operation, increased 
utilization of zero variable-cost resources, and lower overal I system operating costs.

A significant challenge is assessing how much flexible capacity already exists and how much will 
be needed-and when. Resourceplanning and procurementprocessestypicallyare not focused on 
flexible capability.New metrics and methodsare needed to assess flexibility of resource portfolios 
and resource capabilities needed in the future.

* Retool the traditional approach to resource adequacy and planning analysisto reflect the 
economic benefit of flexibility service.

* Conduct a flexibility inventory of existing supply-and demand-side resou rces.
* Evaluate the need for flexible capacity at the ut i I i ty, balanci ng authority .subregional and regional 

levels.
* Examine how utility resource planningand procurementpractices evaluate long-term needs, 

benefitsand costs of flexiblecapacity with increasinglevelsof variable renewableenergy 
resources, including capabilitiesand limitationsof analytical tools and metrics.Amend planning 
requirementsor guidance to address these needs.

* Review recommendationsof NERC’s Integration of VariableGenerationTaskForceon potential 
metrics and analytical methods for assessi ng f lex i bi I i ty from conventional power plants for 
application in utility resource planning and procurement.

* Examineincentivesand disincentivesfor utilitiesto invest in flexiblesupply-and demand-side 
resources, includingthosedirected at resource adequacy,to meet the growing demand for 
flexibility services.

* Use competitiveprocurement processes to evaluatealternativecapacity solutions, looki ng beyond 
minimum requirementsfor resou rceadequacy and analysis focused si m ply on cost per unit. 
Specify capabi I i ties, not technologiesand fuels, allowing the market to bring the most attractive 
options.

* Reviewai r pol lutant emissions rates al lowed under state rules for impacts on procurementof 
flexiblegeneration.with the ai m of mai ntai n i ng i ntegr i ty of overal I envi ron mentalgoals.
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